"No One Understands Us"
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I think of the average black youth saying these words "No One Understands Us" as a black man in America. I can only shake my head all my life I have felt this pain to a question we have been looking for. Since the blueprint of a foundation we help build which is America, yet as a Convicted felon along with so many other blacks we feel alone, I can only shake my head and think why does history keep repeating itself again and again.

From my cell window I watch the world news I listen to those same words as all society bends itself inside out looking for answers to a question that is hundreds of years old. America is trying to figure out who and why, the mass riots over the country say the same story.

Enough is enough. So many single mothers, so many black fathers incarcerated and all the grandparents from a different time can only point to Bible scriptures in a complex new age society.
what Society as a whole needs is a Transformation more pro-social activities new ways to analyze Unbiase data in a 5G world, we must work together to Combat racial issues and police Brutality. I believe we need more from all sides Community and police engagement together also (AI) data that shows Unbias Criminal and excessive patterns also negative nesting zones in real time.

Youth today want Someone they can Relate, trust and listens to the needs of the Community that understands them a leader like them not the statues quote or I Cant Breathe.
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